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American Eel Stock Assessment Update Finds Resource
Remains Depleted
Norfolk, VA – The American Eel Management Board reviewed the results of the 2017 American Eel Stock
Assessment Update, which indicates the resource remains depleted. The assessment updates the 2012
American Eel Benchmark Stock Assessment with data from 2010‐2016. Trend analyses of abundance indices
indicated large declines in abundance of yellow eels during the 1980s through the early 1990s, with
primarily neutral or stable abundance from the mid‐1990s through 2016. Total landings remain low but
stable. Based on these findings, the stock is still considered depleted. No overfishing determination can be
made based on the analyses performed.
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The American eel fishery primarily targets yellow eel. Glass eel fisheries along the Atlantic coast are
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The error bars represent the standard errors about the estimates.
The Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission was formed by the 15 Atlantic coastal states in 1942 for the promotion and
protection of coastal fishery resources. The Commission serves as a deliberative body of the Atlantic coastal states, coordinating
the conservation and management of nearshore fishery resources, including marine, shell and anadromous species.
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The 2012 benchmark stock assessment found the resource depleted and Addenda III (2013) and IV (2014)
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However, 2016 landings were 925,798 pounds, which exceeded the cap by less than 10%.
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A more detailed overview of the American eel stock assessment is available on the Commission website at
http://www.asmfc.org/uploads/file/59e8c077AmericanEelStockAssessmentOverview_Oct2017.pdf. It was
developed to aid media and interested stakeholders in better understanding the results. The assessment
update will be available on the Commission website on the American Eel webpage the week of October
23rd.
In other business, the Board maintained Maine's glass eel quota of 9,688 pounds for the 2018 fishing
season. The Board also initiated an addendum to consider alternative allocations, management triggers,
and coastwide caps relative to the current management program for both the yellow and glass eel
commercial fisheries starting for the 2019 fishing season.
For more information on the stock assessment update, please contact Dr. Kristen Anstead at
kanstead@asmfc.org and for information on American eel management, please contact Kirby Rootes‐
Murdy, Senior Fishery Management Coordinator, at krootes‐murdy@asmfc.org.
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